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could hardly map the Pampa, where there is nothing to
record. Its level surface is unbroken except by things that
men have made—farm-buildings, wire fences, a rare group
of trees, and the undeviating railway track ruled across its
endless distances. It has no secrets, since there are no folds
in it where anything could be concealed; and it is a little
startling, after driving home twenty miles at night, to look
back from your doorstep and see the lights of the small
town, from which you started a good hour before, twinkling
twenty miles away across the night, But distance plays
strange tricks with eyesight on the Pampa, where nothing is
as near as it appears to be by a margin of ten miles or so,
and one soon learns to view a freight-train puffing comfort-
ably on the sky as a homely spectacle.
There are no other sights to see. As you ride out into the
Pampa, the house is left behind among its trees. The track
runs out before you into the never-ending green; and as you
navigate the immensity, the level green stretches away to
meet the sky on every side. In the clear light a stack six
miles away stands up as though it were five hundred yards
off, and a distant mirage flickers on the sky. There is
nothing else to see as you pound steadily along; and there
is nothing there to hear except the soft beat of hoofs on the
green earth. The horses go at a slow gallop. It never
checks and never varies, as you ride at that unchanging pace
across the green ocean of the Pampa within the unvaried
circle of the horizon. There is no sound except the hoofs;
and when they halt, there is no sound at all. The silence of
the Pampa is complete; if anything on earth is absolute, I
think it is that utter silence of the plains in Argentina. A
lamb half a mile away may break it for an instant, or a
startled bird gets up under your hoofs and swerves off with
a shrill teru-tero. But the deep silence closes in, and once
again there is no sound under the sky. For though you may
see for twenty miles, you cannot hear a sound. That silence
is, I think, the most abiding memory of the Pampa. Mile
after mile, it spreads its monochrome under the sky in per-

